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What is ProgressLink?
Designed by CISOSHARE, ProgressLink is an application that brings a unique user 
experience to security program management. Our one-of-a-kind approach enables 
organizations to more easily make progress within their cyber security program efforts 
by focusing on the health of not just external processes but internal ones as well. Our 
suite of features centralizes several crucial program elements, giving organizations the 
ability to customize and improve their approach.

ProgressLink provides a combination of tools for organizations to use on their own or 
integrate with CISOSHARE’s professional and managed services providing additional 
visibility and control over security program development.

With several critical cyber security features in a single software solution, ProgressLink
is ready to be used as a hub and command center for an organization’s security 
program. ProgressLink guides organizations to identify and address root causes so 
teams can make tangible improvements.
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ProgressLink’s Features
Each feature in ProgressLink is designed to bring organizations closer to improving the 
health of their security program by providing both insightful feedback and actionable 
guidance for improvement. Continue reading to learn more about the features that 
ProgressLink offers immediately, as well as add-ons to the overall experience.

Security Program Score and Dashboard

The security program score is calculated after completing the Risk 
Descriptionnaire™ assessment. The score ranges from 300 to 850 to help organizations 
understand and visualize the current state of their security program, including the health 
of each individual security program element.

The dashboard displays customized recommendations based on the way an organization 
completes the Risk Descriptionnaire™. These recommendations are meant to provide 
actionable direction on improving the risks or weaknesses identified during the 
assessment.

Alongside the risk-based security program score, the dashboard also displays a Progress 
Score. The progress score shows the progress an organization is making in improving 
their security program. The progress score is updated based on activity, how often the 
team logs changes into the application, and on-time completion of security projects.
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Security Program Assessment & The Risk 
Descriptionnaire™

ProgressLink features an innovative way to conduct a security program assessment 
through the Risk Descriptionnaire™. The traditional risk assessment has been re-
imagined without the need to always go through a long list of questions. First, use an 
interactive interface to provide details about the organization and security program, 
then proceed to the Risk Descriptionnaire™ and answer only for the domain areas that 
apply to the organization.

The Risk Descriptionnaire™ provides descriptions about a security program with the 
organization being assessed choosing the statements that best describe their current 
state. Descriptions are carefully worded to accurately capture risks based on 
responses, while simultaneously helping responders fully understand the current state 
of their environment. Utilizing descriptions this way allows virtually anyone at an 
organization to measure their security program risk. 
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Third-Party Vendor Management

ProgressLink’s third-party vendor risk management tool is an add-on to the base 
features of the application, giving organizations a central location to manage 
assessments for their vendors and contractors. With this feature enabled, third parties 
also enjoy all the base ProgressLink features aiding the progress of their own security 
efforts to your benefit.

Organizations can automate certain aspects of their third-party vendor risk 
management processes, such as conducting and sending assessment requests and 
reminders from a single platform, eliminating the need to email and follow up with 
each third-party contact separately. Organizations can upload an existing vendor list 
directly into the app to start managing assessments.

Utilize customizable banding or categorizing rules for third parties. Narrowing risk 
impact scores down to areas relevant to certain frameworks and regulatory 
requirements makes it even easier to see which third parties are not fully aligned and 
the potential impact they can have on your environment.

This feature can also serve as a risk register of all vendors. Quickly see which vendors 
might have a potentially significant impact on an organization’s environment based on 
the nature of their relationship.
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Framework Roadmap

The framework roadmap combines requirements from common best practice and 
regulatory requirements so organizations can see which frameworks apply to their 
organization based on industry, types of information handled, location, and other basic 
information. Take the guesswork out of choosing best practice and regulatory 
frameworks with the roadmap.

Compliance Dashboard

Alongside the framework roadmap, organizations can measure their compliance with 
specific frameworks, eliminating the need for unnecessary compliance audits.
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Virtual Team  

Last but certainly not least, the Virtual Team or vTeam is a feature present throughout 
the entire application to provide advice throughout each area of a security program.

The vTeam offers insight from the perspective of people working in common security 
program roles, from the CISO to the security architect and everything in 
between. Organizations without security teams can better understand how and why 
security program areas are important to different parts of the security team.

They provide explanations throughout the entire Risk Descriptionnaire™ to help 
organizations through their assessments, simulating countless hours of consultation 
and research. For those implementing the Third-Party Vendor Management add-on, 
the vTeam provides vendors with valuable guidance and education. Look forward to 
faster and better responses from third parties.
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How ProgressLink Works
ProgressLink is a web application designed, built, and run by CISOSHARE’s security 
program experts. It can be used on its own by organizations with their own security 
teams or integrate it with our professional and managed services. ProgressLink isn’t 
just an application — it comes with the experience and expertise of seasoned cyber 
security professionals. 

If you don’t have an internal security team, ProgressLink integrates with CISOSHARE’s 
services, providing specialized help or trained resources from CyberForward to 
manage resource-heavy security program tasks. 

If your organization has an internal cyber security team, you can integrate 
ProgressLink with your existing security policies and processes. 
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ProgressLink is a 
Secure Solution
Improving your security program’s current state means maintaining your data’s 
security. On top of rigorous testing by our experts and trusted peers, ProgressLink has 
undergone extensive penetration testing and incorporates the following security 
features: 
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CONFIRMATION CODE
On sign-up, require confirmation code as 
well as password used when creating the 
account

PASSWORD REQUIREMENTS
Strict Password requirements (8 
characters, one capital, one number, one 
symbol)

FAILED ATTEMPTS
5 failed attempts before locking user out 
for 30 minutes

UGLIFY.JS
UglifyJs to minimize and compress client 
code making it unreadable

SSL CERTIFIED
SSL certification to encrypt all traffic
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PASSPORT.JS
Passport.js to authenticate every 
endpoint

OAUTH
Using OAuth Bearer Token to 
authenticate API requests

HELMET.JS
Helmet.js - Helmet is a collection of 13 
smaller middleware functions that set 
HTTP response headers.

SECURE ENVIRONMENTS
Development and QA environments only 
accessible by whitelisted IP addresses

UUID
UUID for id generation
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ABOUT CISOSHARE

Leading Global Security Program Development Provider

Partnered with Hundreds of Organizations from Startups to 
Global 2000

Over 20 Years of Providing Security Program Services

More Than An Assessment:  Benchmark, Build Multi-Year 
Roadmap, Deploy Integrated Processes

Trusted Security Experts delivering quality programs with a 
tested methodology and a focus on the human element of security

People, Process, Technology. Providing Complete Security
& GRC Solutions
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